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Yamaha Announces free Gauges and Controls
Yamaha Motor Australia is pleased to announce the launch of a new promotion designed to
deliver great benefits on big horsepower engine purchases over the coming months.

Yamaha is offering free premium LAN
gauges and controls on four stroke
engines from F80B to F300B *. This great
offer gives customers over $900 worth of
extra value on engines from F80B to
Yamaha’s three gauge LAN set provides the operator with a
variety of accurate information.

F200C and over $2000 worth of value on
Yamaha’s class leading 4.2L V6 range.

“Although the colder months will soon be upon us, now is the perfect time for customers to
take advantage of this amazing deal and make a move
on that boat package they may have been considering
over the summer months,” said Iain MacLeod,
National Sales Manager for Yamaha Outboards in
Australia. “It also presents a perfect opportunity to
take an existing boat off the water for an engine
upgrade, without missing out on the peak boating
season.”

For customers in the north of the country this is also a
great chance to get set up for the dryer boating
weather.

The promotion includes Yamaha’s premium three
gauge LAN set which offer customers great features

Yamaha’s free gauges and controls
promotion offers F80B ‐ F200C customers
over $900 worth of extra value and on F225F
to F300B over $2000 of extra value.

and benefits. Yamaha’s LAN gauges are rich with engine monitoring features with displays
that can be customised to suit the individual operator.

Reading information directly from the engines ECU allows the gauge system to display
incredibly accurate fuel flow information as well as a full range of engine diagnostics not
possible on other systems. LAN gauges are capable of displaying service interval reminders
as well as engine warning information, in the unlikely case of an operating issue, allowing
the operator to take steps to address the problem and get home safely.

The LAN gauges also have the ability to connect to a variety of peripheral devices such as
GPS units for added accuracy and integration into the electronic setup of the boat.

Yamaha’s “Free Gauges and Controls” promotion is available at participating dealers and will
run until the end of July. For full terms and conditions please visit the Yamaha website
www.yamaha‐motor.com.au or visit your local authorised Yamaha outboard dealership.
* Standard rotation only. Excludes F150B models.

